“With over 20 years
experience, we are your
wealth management
experts”
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11 FACTS YOU NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT
PROPERTY INVESTING

1 . Resi de nti al Prop e r ti es

At the outset of deciding to invest
into property it’s important to decide
which type of property or ‘land- use’
to invest in. The options include
residential, commercial, retail or
industrial. Retail, commercial and
industrial property investments
require a greater amount of due
diligence from the investor before
making an acquisition decision. The
lower level of supply of these types
of properties create higher risks
when the demand for them subsides
(typically during recessions), therefore
they offer higher returns than
residential to vindicate these risks.

Residential proper ties of fer unique benef it s and advantages for investors . Contact us for more
information.

A good example of what can happen with
commercial office space; prior to the GFC
business confidence was high and as a
result so too were the rental rates (supply
could not keep up with demand). Once
the GFC gripped the country, business
confidence waned, business profits
dropped and as a result, much of the
expensive office space was vacated for
cheaper alternatives or none at all! This
resulted in investors holding large office

price range. Therefore, residential is less

because banks value assets for lending

likely to be left vacant for long periods

purposes (which includes room for 10%

of time during recessions. The mid-

deposit) rather than for sale purposes.

market in particular is even more bullet

A bank valuation on residential property

proof than the high end of the market,

is typically around 10% less than the

as residents move from something they

market value of the property – however

can’t afford to something they can afford.

this percentage does vary case by case.

We saw this in South East Queensland

Residential is far easier to understand

between 2010 and 2012.

also when it comes to leasing. Rather
than having five or six tenants requesting

premises either with a tenant who couldn’t
afford to pay the rent per the head lease
or with no tenant at all (after lease expiry).

Moreover, residential property is far
easier to understand than other types
of property. The correct value to pay for

Having a mortgage over a vacated
commercial premises during recessionary
period like this can become extremely
expensive in terms of keeping up
with monthly interest payments, body
corporate fees, rates and insurance.
Residential on the other hand is more
liquid. The market (rental and purchase)
is much wider than that of commercial,
retail and industrial. More people can buy
or rent residential than any other type of
property, particularly residential property
in the mid-market (“bread and butter”)
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a commercial or retail property asset
for example is dictated by the quality
of tenant (A, B or C grade) and current
rental rate divided by a capitalization

things such as fit-out contributions and
free rent periods and bank guarantees for
security deposits (bonds), residential only
requires one lease to the tenant and no
incentives like fit out or free rent periods.
Residential is simply an easier animal to
understand.

rate or is the net future cash flows
discounted back to a present value using
a certain interest (discount) rate. Sounds
complicated right! With residential one
of the best ways to value the asset is
to secure a bank valuation (done by
an independent bank valuer) or do a
market sales comparison. The bank
valuation is always more conservative

“More people
can buy or rent
residential than
any other type of
property”

than the market comparison approach
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2 . B uying B ra n d New

For f irst time investors , buying brand new outwieghs buying
second hand proper ties. Contact us for more information.

If you’re investing for the first time
it’s important to decide if you’re
intention is to buy a 2nd hand home
and fix it up, or buy brand new and
in doing so secure substantial tax
savings through depreciation.

With brand new property you won’t have
to worry about allocating time to create,
design and execute labour works nor will
you have to worry about on-going and
significant maintenance costs associated
with older homes. The big kicker with

“Buy brand new...
secure substantial
tax savings through
depreciation”

brand new dwellings however is in the
accelerated deprecation benefits which
For first time investors fixing up a home

results in very large personal income tax

requires creativity, design work, sub-

savings year on year.

contracting and personal management.
In addition, most of the costs outlaid to
renovate are rarely realized back upon
eventual sale of the property. Many
believe that if they spend $70,000 on a
pool it will instantly add $70,000 or more
in value, which is rarely the case if ever.
Therefore, brand new property investing
is usually the best way to go first time
around.
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3 . House & L an d Packages

S av e o n s t a m p d u t y b y b u y i n g a h o u s e a n d l a n d p a c k a g e . C o n t a c t
us for more information.

Buying a house and land package
rather than an established dwelling
entitles you to a stamp duty saving of
approximately $10,000.

When just the land is being transferred
(before a house is built on it) you are only
required to pay stamp duty on the price
of the land, not the price of both land
and dwelling.

What creates this saving is all to do with
the conveyance (transfer of title). When

“... Only required to
pay stamp duty on
the price of the land,
not the price of both
land and dwelling.”

you buy a block of land which already
has a dwelling on it, you are charged
stamp duty on the price of the land and
the existing house.

When you buy a vacant block of land
and build a project home on it you only
have to pay stamp duty on the part that is
transferred to you.
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4 . Fre e -St an ding

Despite the popularity of apartments
as investments, in reality they provide
sub-par performance compared with
free-standing dwellings.

Whilst apartments do command a higher
rental return (yield) than free standing
homes, this higher return is reduced
substantially lower than the free standing
dwellings when body corporate fees,
sinking fund payments and special levies
are taken into account. Over a quarter of
the rental return on apartments can be
simply wiped out with these added costs.
With a free-standing dwelling, the tenant
maintains the property and because

Whil st apar tments are popular because they command a higher rental return, free-standing
houses make a better investment in the long term. Contact us for more information.

free-standing homes don’t require plant
and equipment maintenance, the costs
to maintain is substantially less (no body
corporate, no sinking fund and no special
levies).

apartments so it stands to reason they
appreciate far better in periods of growth
than attached units.

In addition, in the long run traditional
free-standing houses tend to perform
better than apartments and townhouses
as an investment. Free standing houses
tend to attract more potential buyers
due to the higher level of privacy over

Advantages of free standing
houses:

apartments.

Secondly, apartments are easier to build
in bulk so they can quite easily become
oversupplied in the market during
building booms which destroys their
valuation levels, whereas free standing
dwellings tend to be more limited in
supply, thereby upholding their values.

Finally, land value is the major driver of
property prices and as such, the higher
the land content per dwelling, the more
likely it is to create capital return when

•
•
•
•
•

Tenant maintains property
Higher levels of privacy
Attract more potential
buyers
Limited in supply, thereby
upholding their values.
Land value is the major
driver of property price
and capital return

“... In the long run
traditional freestanding houses
tend to perform
better than
apartments and
townhouses as an
investment”

For more information on
Free-Standing property
investments, contact us;
1800 671 100

land values grow. Detached homes have
far more land content per dwelling than
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5 . L a rge B lock

Investment proper ties with l arger blocks mean more l and and therefore more capital
a p p r e c i a t i o n w h e n m a r k e t p r i c e s g r o w. C o n t a c t u s f o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n .

If you decide to select a freestanding house over an apartment for
investment, it is sensible to select the
largest size block possible, provided
it’s within budget and in the correct
location.

to the recent adjustment (drop) in land
affordability, increased environmental
regulation and more conservative state
infrastructure budgets, block sizes now
range from 250m2 up to 600m2.

“Larger blocks
are always more
desirable...flexibility
to expand and
renovate.”

Larger blocks are always more desirable
to subsequent buyers due to “yard
space” and more flexibility to expand
and renovate. But to put it simply, more
land, more capital appreciation when the
market prices grow.

Desirable block sizes for free standing
dwellings in South East Queensland are
usually around 600m2. However, due
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6 . Lo c ati on

If you’ve done your research (or
even if you haven’t) you’ve no doubt
heard of the cardinal property rule
“location, location, location.” The
truth is, it’s a very good piece of
advice to follow. The current and
future value of land in a particular
area is driven by population growth
(demand) and supply of dwellings in
that area.

Populations tend to gravitate towards
areas of comfort, convenience and safety,
which means areas in close proximity to
shopping centres, schools, transport,
healthcare, police and parks are highly

The current and future value of l and in a par ticul ar area is driven by popul ation grow th
(d e m a n d ) a n d s u p p ly o f d w e l l i n g s i n t h a t a r e a . C o n t a c t u s f o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n .

desirable. Populations also tend to
gravitate to water so any properties close
to a major river system or ocean are also
more desirable (the higher the desire to
live in an area, the higher the demand
is to live there). If supply of dwellings is
fixed in this area, the population moving
there will bid up the price of the area and
this is what creates growth (both rental
growth and capital land growth).

population to the area, which (so long
as the area is not oversupplied with
dwellings) results in a bidding war and
an increase in land values. So in essence,
the ‘add- ons’ have created growth for
the area. If you buy a property in this

“...The cardinal
property rule
‘location, location,
location.’”

new area prior to these new community
facilities being built, your land value will
rise upon their completion. This way you

In an established real estate market,

don’t have to wait for organic growth

property values experience organic

to occur with GDP growth and you can

growth (growth that occurs in accordance

secure a faster return on your investment.

with GDP growth in the domestic

Of course it’s important to always ensure

economy), whereas in a new real estate

that the initial land price paid does not

market, where new estates and dwellings

already include up-lift for the future

are being built, property values can

development around the area. To be sure

experience acquisition growth or ‘bolt

it doesn’t it’s always a good idea to get

on’ growth. Acquisition growth is where

an independent bank valuation on the

a new estate is built and following its

property prior to purchase.

completion, new shopping centres,
schools and transport infrastructure are
built around it.

These community facility ‘add-ons’
increase the desire to live in this new
location. This increase in desire drives
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7. In de p e n de nt B ank Valuati on

Whether you decide to purchase your
first property investment yourself or
through a buyer’s agent it’s important
in both cases that you order an
independent bank valuation on the
property. Bank valuations are ordered
by the bank providing the finance and
once ordered, an independent bank
valuer will perform the necessary
valuation on the property and provide
this figure back to the bank.

Bank valuations are strictly independent
and typically very conservative – mainly
because the bank must protect itself in
the event that the owner defaults on the

B a n k v a l u a t i o n s t h a t f a l l w i t h i n 1 o% o r l e s s o f t h e p u r c h a s e p r i c e a r e u s u a l ly i n a g o o d p r i c e
range for purchase. Contact us for more information.

loan repayments. If default occurs for a
3-month period the bank will generally
move to exercise its power of sale and
put the property on the market (as a
mortgagee in possession sale).

approval. Therefore, if the investor pays
too much for the investment property
(without first getting it independently
valued) and the investment loan falls

On the basis that the bank valued the

into default the bank will likely take

property conservatively in the first place

home equity to repay back any losses on

and then lent money to the buyer on

the loan amount when the investment

the basis of their conservative valuation

property is sold as mortgagee in

they will likely recover their entire loan

possession. Therefore, always be vigilant

amount once the property sells. To

when seeking an equity loan for property

protect itself in the event of a mortgagee

investment purposes. The easiest way

sale the bank will usually value a

to ensure you don’t over pay for the

property at 10% below the true market

investment is to get it independently

value. This enables the bank to sell the

valued by a bank panel valuer. Yes, even

property quickly in the event of default

if the bank orders the valuation it will still

without incurring losses on the loan.

be independent – valuation firms work

“...Be vigilant
when seeking an
equity loan for
property investment
purposes.”

independently of lending institutions. If
the bank valuation falls within 10% or less
If you talk to your bank about getting an

of the purchase price then it’s usually in a

equity loan (from existing home equity)

good range and fit for purchase in terms

be careful to always get the property

of price.

valued. When a bank is approving an
equity loan they will usually cross
collateralize the investment loan with
your home loan, which generally doesn’t
require an independent bank valuation on
the investment to secure an equity loan

r p m q u e e n s l a n d .co m . a u
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8 . Man age your Prop e r t y M an age r

One of the biggest concerns of first time property investors
is; what if I don’t get a tenant? The simple answer to that is,
if you don’t get a tenant you will have to make the mortgage
repayments on the investment property loan yourself until
you find one.

Naturally you want to avoid having to do this and that’s why
it’s important to select a property in an established location
near shopping centres, schools, infrastructure and community
facilities. People like to live close to work and close to services so
ticking the location box is the most effective way to ensure that
your property will be rented quickly and for the long term.

The best way to set the rental rate and lease the property is to secure a
professional property manager. C o n t a c t u s f o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n .

Once the location has been selected for maximum tenancy
security, the next step is to ensure that the rental rate is

inspections and provide you, the owner, with condition reports to

appropriate and that the property is being marketed for lease

show that the tenant is looking after the property. The property

effectively. The best way to set the rental rate and lease the

manager will also carry out any maintenance on the property

property is to secure a professional property manager. Not only

if and when required, post and register the bond with the Bond

will they find you a quality tenant but they will also be able to

Board (bond is usually 1 month’s rent) and notify the tenant of any

manage the property on your behalf. One thing you do not want to

breaches of the lease and evict any tenants that are no longer

do is manage your property yourself!

wanted. Finally, the property manager will typically charge you
a letting fee of approximately 1.5% of annual rent (this is for costs

In our experience, there is no such thing as a good property
management company – the quality of the property management

of marketing the property, carrying out inspections and getting a
lease signed.

comes purely down to the skill set and ability of the person
directly managing your property. But the best way to ensure that

Whilst all these important tasks are the duty of the property

you get the highest level of service is to manage your property

manager, some property managers become complacent and

manager by building a good relationship with him or her directly.

lazy, so it is very important to manage your property manager.

In property management as in many other services, the squeaky

At the end of the day they work for you for an 8.5% fee and in

wheel gets the oil.

return you should expect and demand a high level of service. It is
your property and you should take an interest in knowing it’s well

To secure a property manager it’s best to call a well-known

looked after and rarely vacant.

property agency in close proximity to your investment so that
three-monthly inspections are easy for the manager to perform
and their tenancy enquiry is local to the area. Once you find one,
the next step is to sign a Form 6 which contractually binds them
to manage your property at a set fee for a period of time (typically
12 months). The typical fee for property management is 8.5% of
your annual rental income. The property manager will take out
their fee from your fortnightly rent before you receive it. You can

“...Well-known
property agency in
close proximity to
your investment.”

also elect for them to pay the rates directly from rent as well
(including any future maintenance costs – if any). For their annual
fee of 8.5% the property manager will account for the income
and expenses of the property, complete quarterly property

r p m q u e e n s l a n d .co m . a u
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9 . Fina n ce Struc ture

There are a number of ways to secure
a property for investment purposes.
The first and easiest way is to buy
it with cash. On the proviso that not
many people have a cool $400,000 in
their back pocket the most common
way is to use home equity (or savings)
for a deposit and borrow the balance
of the funds from the bank. This is
done either through an equity loan or
line of credit (facility).

If you’re using home equity for the
deposit the usual tendency is to visit
the same bank your home mortgage
is with and request an equity loan plus

When the finance approval is given from the bank, home equity can be used to cover transaction costs.
Contact us for more information.

an investment loan to fully finance the
new property purchase. This is straight
forward but can cause problems in
future if the property investment loan
repayments fall into default. When a
bank has control of your home, provides
a home equity loan and provides an
investment loan they will typically cross
collateralize your family home with the
investment property. Anything happens
to the investment loan in terms of default
and your family home can be exposed.

To prevent this from potentially
happening you can secure an
independent bank valuation for the
investment property (to firstly make sure
it’s not over priced) and secondly you
may want to consider a different bank for
the investment loan rather than using the
same bank your mortgage is with. This
may prevent cross-collateralisation and
assist to keep the investment loan (and
investment property security) separate

for your property investment purchase.
Brokers have an advantage over a single
bank on the basis that they can source
different loan products with over 30
lenders to secure you the best product
and best rate. You also tend to receive a
higher level of service than the bank and
will likely be able to deal with the same
person for many years.

“Dealing with a
broker is typically
the best way to
go about securing
finance for your
investment...”

A final point to make on the finance
structure. Many people who want to
invest into property think that they can’t
because they don’t have enough saved
up for a deposit and costs (stamp duty,
legal fee etc.). When the finance approval
is given from the bank it is very easy to
borrow the costs along with the deposit
so that they don’t have to be paid with
savings. So in essence – home equity can
be used to cover transaction costs.

from your home loan and home security.

Dealing with a broker is typically the
best way to go about securing finance

r p m q u e e n s l a n d .co m . a u
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10. Ta x S avings in Advan ce

In Australia, investment expenses
from income-producing assets
are tax deductible and can be
deducted from assessable personal
income (ATO Taxation Ruling TR
97/25). Deducting expenses from
assessable income reduces the
amount of income tax payable by
the investor. For property, typical
expenses include advertising fees,
bank charges, borrowing expenses,
capital works, rates, insurance, legal
fees, management fees, travel and
water charges (if any not paid by
tenant). These expenses can only be
deducted however if the property
is rented or available for rent. The
income from the asset is taxable at
the individual marginal rate.

What makes property, particularly new property, extremely tax effective is the capital works deduction.
Contact us for more information.

Providing a depreciation schedule to an
What makes property (in particularly
brand new property) extremely
tax effective is the capital works
deduction. Effectively the capital works
undertaken to construct the house can
be “depreciated annually for a period of
25-40 years at a rate of 2.5% p.a. provided
construction began after 17 July 1985

accountant preparing your tax return

1 Rental Property Expenses,

allows them to apply the diminishing

Australian Taxation Office 28

value method of depreciation to the

June 2013

asset, which accelerates the depreciation
in the early years, providing a larger tax

2 Ibid

deduction over the first 5-10 years, after

3 Rental Property Expenses

which it plateaus for the remaining life of

(Income & Deductions), Australian

the asset.

Taxation Office 28 June 2013

and the property is used for residential
accommodation or to produce income” 1
For fixtures and fittings with a low value,
a depreciation rate of 18.75% can be used
to depreciate these over their shorter
useful lives. 2

When the depreciation expense is offset
against the personal income tax liability
it reduces the amount of tax required
to be paid each year. This translates to
a large tax savings or tax rebate at the
end of the financial year. However, rather

To ensure that the asset is depreciated
in complete detail it’s very important
to provide the accountant with a
depreciation schedule of the property.
Depreciation schedules or reports outline
the figures in detail for depreciation
purposes and are typically carried out
by a licensed quantity surveyor. These
depreciation schedules usually cost
around $700 but are well worth their cost.

r p m q u e e n s l a n d .co m . a u

than waiting until the end of the financial
year to receive this tax saving, a PAYG

“... This translates to
large tax saving or
tax rebate at the end
of the financial year.”

income tax withholding variation (ITWV)
application which enables the annual tax
saving to be directed into your weekly,
fortnightly or monthly wage up front. This
creates a tax return cash flow to fund
property expenses such as insurance,
rates and maintenance. Any surplus can
also be directed into paying down the
property loan or home mortgage loan. 3
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11 . Long-Te rm Investm e nt Horizon

The final thing you need to know
about property investment is
that property does not guarantee
returns nor does it create overnight
wealth (unless GDP growth is above
average). If the location of the
property is sensible and the price
paid is not extremely high (during the
peak of a boom) then capital growth
is extremely likely to occur.

On the basis that property is not a volatile
asset (doesn’t have extreme changes in
value up and down over short periods)
it tends to be a great asset to leverage
(bought with borrowings). There are no

Proper ty is ver y much a long term asset. Proper ty cycles tend to correl ate with the business
cycle, occuring ever y 10 -12 years . Contact us for more information.

margin calls on property so when it is
leveraged, the bank can’t phone you and
say “you need to put more cash into this
positon” - like they do with shares. In that
respect it can be leveraged (or geared)
for long periods of time in good markets
and bad, so long as the interest on the

average growth. To try and time the
market movements like this is extremely
difficult and not advisable. Some get
lucky – most don’t.

investment loan is serviced. If it can be
held for long periods of time then the
likelihood of experiencing capital gains
is much higher as population to the area
increases and demand for property in the
area rises. If it is bought with borrowed
money, those capital gains are elevated
and returns on your equity are very
high. This creates substantial wealth for
retirement.

So if you are deciding on investing into
property it’s important that it’s a long
term commitment from you the investor.
If you start investing early you will be
fortunate in that you will be able to hold

“... Those capital
gains are elevated
and returns on your
equity are very
high. This creates
substantial wealth
for retirement.”

the investment over 3 full cycles without
incurring expensive transaction costs by
having to sell, buy and sell the property
over and over again. The tortoise wins
and the hare, who tries to time the

However, property is a long term asset.

market for quick gains, loses.

Do not expect to “get rich quick” with
property. A full property cycle tends
to be highly correlated to the business
cycle, which occur roughly every 10- 12
years. The last boom in recent memory
was in 2007, now 7 years on and we
are entering the second part of the
cycle which is the upward movement in
property values. During the last 2 years
of the cycle is when prices display above

r p m q u e e n s l a n d .co m . a u
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NEED SOME GU IDANCE?

WE ARE HERE TO HELP
Arrange a FREE consultation with one
of our highly qualified experts.
We understand that investing in property
for the first time can be a daunting
experience. Phone our office today to
arrange your free consultation.

Reduce Your Mortgage

Save On Interest

Build Your Wealth

Early Retirement Plans

We can develop

Our experienced insights

Learn how to build your

Consider your future with

personalised strategies that

can show you how to save

wealth effectively, without

our early retirement plans

enable you to pay off your

thousands of dollars in Bank

compromising your financial

that allow you to live with the

Home Mortgage sooner.

Interest.

goals and plans.

freedom you desire.

With over 20 years experience, we are your wealth
management experts

RPM Queensland Pty Ltd is a 2nd generation family-owned
business specialised in home debt reduction and property
investment planning. We provide a full home debt reduction and
property investment planning service to our local and interstate
Clients where we simplify and streamline what can typically be a

YOU R FRE E CO N SU LTATI O N
1800 671 1oo
info @rp m que e nsl an d .com . au
w w w. rp m que e nsl an d .com . au

complex process.
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